
 

ADMISSION NOTICE 
17-10-2023 

 

  Assam University has released the overall list of candidates according to their 

composite score for admission into B.Ed. course for the session 2023-25.  As the admission 

process is ongoing, the remaining vacant seats will be filled up according to the list mentioned 

below.  The college has prepared the Waiting list against the vacant seat, according to their 

category.  Candidates from the Waiting list will have to get their names enrolled personally in the 

college office chamber strictly between 10-30 A.M. to 11-30 A.M. on 18th October,2023.  

Immediately thereafter from 12 O’clock applicants will be admitted for B.Ed. course on the same 

day according to their merit for remaining vacant seats. 

 

NOTE   :  Once the admission process starts at 11-30 A.M., any request for enrolment and 

subsequent admission will not be entertained. 

 

      WAITING LIST  : 

 

1)   OPEN (UR) MERIT LIST OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES  

Application No.  202406410,  202403192,  202403676,  202403559,  202408045,  202407849, 

        202404077,  202408332,  202400665,  202406754,  202406495,  202407944, 

        202404852. 

 

2)   O.B.C. (NCL) MERIT LIST OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES  

Application No.  202409920,  202404658,  202401551,  202400980,  202406756,  202400864, 

        202409825,  202405308. 

 

3)   S.C. MERIT LIST OF ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES  

     Application No.  202407388,  202407060,  202404270,  202407941,  202407404. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

MANDATORY INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED BY 

SELECTED CANDIDATES 

 

1) Admission fee:- Rs. 9,935/- (in cash) to be submitted at the time of 

admission. 

2) Assam University has released the overall list of candidates according to 

their composite score for admission into B.Ed. course for the session 2023-

25.  As the admission process is ongoing, the remaining vacant seats will be 

filled up according to the list mentioned below.  The college has prepared 

the Waiting list against the vacant seat, according to their category.  

Candidates from the Waiting list will have to get their names enrolled 

personally in the college office chamber strictly between 10-30 A.M. to 11-

30 A.M. on 18th October,2023.  Immediately thereafter from 12 O’clock 

applicants will be admitted for B.Ed. course on the same day according to 

their merit for remaining vacant seats. 

 

3) The candidates will have to bring all the below mentioned ORIGINAL 

DOCUMENTS (for verification) 

and 

1(one) set photocopy of each document of the same (for submission) at the 

time of admission. 

a) Print copy of online B.Ed. Admission form, 

b) One recent passport size photograph, 

c) H.S.L.C. Admit card / Birth certificate for Age proof, 

d) H.S.L.C. (10th) Marksheet & certificate, 

e) H.S.S.L.C. (12th) Marksheet & certificate, 

f) Bachelor Degree Marksheet & certificate, 

g) Master Degree Marksheet & certificate, 

h) Assam University Registration copy or Migration certificate 

copy of other university, 

i) Gap certificate, if applicable, 

j) O.B.C. (N.C.L.) / S.C. / S.T. / P.W.D./ EWS certificate, if 

applicable. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

REGARDING WAITING LIST 
 

 
 

1)Admission of candidate from the Waiting list, if any, will be followed  

against the vacant seats, following the same norms category wise.            

2)Further instructions will upload in due course of time. 

GENERAL NOTE TO ALL CANDIDATES 
 

In case any anomaly or discrepancy or false hood is found in the 

information given by any candidate, his/her application will be 

cancelled without citing any reason thereof. 

 
 

Principal, 

Teachers’ Training College, 

Silchar 
 


